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'WITED STATES I PATENT . Mme . r j 1 

1,389,931.- ~f , ' 

_ To all who?t'z'tmay concern I 

ems-om) n. mnnunor COUNCIL Bruins, -“1owa.‘_ 
AUTOMATIC CASH-DRAWER. I 

' _ Speci?cation 0 

Be it known that I, CLIFFORD R. RANDALL, 
V a citizen of the United States, residing in 

. 5 

' ,10 

Council Blu?'s, in the county of Pottawat 
‘tamie and State of Iowa,'have invented cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in Auto 
matic Cash-Drawers, of which the follow 
ing is a speci?cation. _ ' _ ' 

The purpose of this invention is primarily 
to provide a cash ‘drawer operably enga e 
able ‘with a hand actuated visible adding 

' machine, such for instanceas the Burroughs, 
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' 'ated by an extending handled crank 11 and 
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whereby upon operation ofthe machine the 
drawer is automatically opened. .‘ 
Further objects are in the rovisi'on of 

means for maintaining the ~rawer in a 
locked condition, except upon full move 
ment of the crank handle of the machine, 
and also for giving an audible signal when 
the drawer isopened. I ' 
These objects are attained by the novel 

‘construction, combination and arrangement 
of parts hereinafter described and shown 
in the accompanying drawings, forming a 
material part of this disclosure,- and in‘ 
which—- » I I. V 

Figure 1 is a side view -of_~drawer‘_ with 
the wall-of the casing'iremoved: ' '~ - 

Fig. 2 is a broken plan‘view with cover 
removed. ' ' . - ' ‘ ‘ f ‘ 

Fig. 3 is a broken' side. view-showing bell 
operating mechanism. . . , ' I Referring to ‘the. drawings in detail, the 

numeral 10 designates‘ a"conventi_onal' type 
of adding “machine or like mechanism oper 

provided with feet 12 adapted to “enter the 
depressions 14 formed in the top or upper 
surface of a rectangular casing or box 15 
tightly closed upon a 1 sides exce t'the front. 
This casing ma preferably e'made of 

‘wood, highly pollshed and ?nished orna 
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mentally to agree with its surroundings, and 
adapted to rest upona desk, table or like 
level surface. _ , ., ' 

The front 16, of the drawer 17 , when 
closed covers the opening to the casing, pre 
venting intrusion. . _ a 

The interior of'the" drawer may be formed 
to receive bills of various denommations and 
contain tills for coins, the drawer being sup 
ported by an les resting on anti-friction 
rollers at its si es, the angles running in ap 
propriate grooves, in the sideslof the cas 
mgs, as shown. .. . 

Attached to the inner surface of the real.‘ 

Application ?led 'I’une 25, “1920. Serial m5. 391,771; 
fLett'ers Patent. ' ' atented Sept. 6, 1921. 

is rotatably mounted a round bar 22 having 
I wall of the casing are brackets 20 in which, I ' 

rigidly secured to its ‘end, ‘adjacent the right I 
hand side of the casing, a short arm 23, in 
which is a?ixed a pin24. ~~ " ‘- w . . 

_ Also secured to the bar .22, at approxi-' 
mately the center of the casing, i's-a hook 25 
havmgai beveled lowerlsurface adapted’to 
slide over a projection ‘26-.formed'with a de 
tent 27, rigidly ?xed in the rear wallxof 
the drawer 17, so as to engage 
holdlthe drawer tightly closed. 

: A‘lever 28 is pivoted ‘at a point near‘ 
its front endon a screw stud 29 set in the 
inner side o-fathe casing, the inner, longer 
extendingend of the lever terminating in 

7 forks _30 between which is loosely engaged 
_ the P111244, thus conveying motion to the 
bar 22. . a ‘ . 

At the front end of the lever 28 is piv 
otally. attached a dplunger rod 31, the same 
extendmgmpwar through an opening 32 
m the casing cover and carrying at its ex’ 
tended end a roller 33, normally held in a 
raised posltlon' due to the pull of a tension 
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the same and- .. i 
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spring?é attached at its: ends respectively . 
}'to the c'asing'cover and lever. 1 

_. ‘Fixed to the handle crank 11 of the ma 
" chine or to the shaft on which it is engaged, 
1858. cam‘ 35 so positioned relative to the 
crank that as the-same is turned in a for 
ward direction horizontally downward, as in 

" o erati-ng' the machine, it makes contact with 
_'t eroller, depressing the plunger, and by 

. the~ described-intervening mechanism, raises 
"the hook, thus releasing the drawer. 

'end 0 the drawer and rear wall of the eas 
-mg is one or more conically wound helical 
push springs 36 secured at their larger ends 
to the casing wall and adapted to propel the 
drawer outward upon its release in avwell 
‘understood mannen. ' ' 

'- Also in this space, at the side opposite the 
' _ lever 28, va bell 37 is ?xed to'the casing and 

contactable with it'is' a hammer 38 ivoted 
to'the side wall by ‘the screw 39 and > eld in 
a normally vertical position‘ by the tension 
sprin 40 attached at one end to the hammer 
stem ub and at the other to the casing. 

‘ A spring strip'41 extends rearwardly. from 
the side of the drawer and is formed into 
a'hook 42 engageable with the hammer stem 
so as togdraw the same forward until re 

Disposed in the space between the inner 
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leasediliy the continued movement of the . 
drawer, whereupon it rebounds and strikes 
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' ’ desire to secure by. Letters Patent, is :— 
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the bell, giving an audible signal that the 
drawer has been opened, the return of the 
drawerresetting the hook for further action. 
From the foregoing it will be‘- seen that a 

neat, comprehensive and practical money_ 
drawer has been disclosed capable of ful-_ 
?lling the objects and purposes mentioned. 
Having thus described my invention and 

set forth the manner of its ‘construction, ap 
plication and use,,what1I claim as new and 

1. In a device of the class described, the 
combination with a hand operated calculat 
ing mechanism having a rotatable handle, a 
casing on which the base of said mechanism 
rests and a money drawer operable in said 
casing, a bar journaled transversely in said 
casing rearward of the end of said drawer, a 
hook ?xed on said bar, a detent on said 
drawer engageable by said hook, an arm" 
?xed on the bar, a lever pivoted in saidcas 
ing, said lever having a part engaging said 
arm, means for holding said lever 1n opera 
tive :position, a plunger carried at the op 

1 ,389,98Il. ' 

posite end of said‘ lever and-.a cam ?xed, on 
said handle adapted to ‘depress said plunger 
and release 'sa'ieldrawer. co-incident with its 
operation. Y - " ' ' ‘ ' 

2. In a_ deviceoifit'he bass described,‘ the ' 
combination with a hand operated calculat-_ 
ing mechanism having'a rotatable handle, a 
casing on which the base of said mechanism' 
rests and a money drawer. operable in said 
casing, of a'detent holding saldedrawe'r when 
in a closed position, means for rojecting 
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85 
said drawer when1released,fafbel ?xedv'in 
said casing‘ at the rear of said'dra'wer, a 
hammer normally raised» resillently over 
said bell, a spring hook c'a'rri'edQbyfsaid ' ‘I 
drawer engageable with s‘aid’h'ammer, a cam, 
on said handle, and intervenin'g'levers op 

and permitting said drawer toTmoye out 
wardly. 1' -. ' ' ' " - ‘ 

In testimony 
name" to’ this application. '. 

QLIFFoRD R. RANDALL. I 

whereof TI have ‘signed my. 
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'erated by said cam for'rel'easing saiddetent -' 
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